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Trevor – hands out handouts 

Trevor - Everyone should have two documents in front of them.  This is meeting number five and the 
district is giving their proposal number two.  In front of you is sort of what we discussed regarding 
proposal format from last time.  First, there is the Master Agreement with track changes with everything 
from our current proposal.  With this you are able to follow along and see where it all fits in the 
language.  Second is the huge document.  It is what we believe to be the bargaining history issue by 
issue and by party.  We created it from scratch so we apologize for any inaccuracies in the positions.  If 
you see anything wrong, please add it and let us know if there are any changes.  We believe we pulled 
information as best we could but there could be some mistakes.  I will basically follow the outline and I 
apologize to the crowd that it is not on the screen.  We are having computer issues.  Some of these are 
long issues so I will try to make it clear.   

As we explained last time the Master Agreement version with track changes is basically our full proposal 
with all the language we’d be ready to sign today.  There is one piece that is outstanding and we’ll talk 
about it.  There’s also the two pieces you’ll be talking about today, but otherwise it’s our full proposal.   

Going through page one is basically the language date changes, when they were proposed and by 
whom.  It’s nothing we need to go through.  I think we‘re past that.  I think it’s pretty much set.   

The next one is article 3; definition of Title I. EMW suggested removing this language.  The District 
denied removing this at the 6.30.15 meeting and this is still our position.  With these that we haven’t 
talked about, if you want to talk we can or if you want to propose a change next time we can do that 
too.  Whatever is easiest for you.  There is nothing new with this one so we are staying with our initial 



position.  I think there was additional Title I language but I do not remember exactly how it fits in there, 
but it was basically a denial in June.   

EMW – How do we get past the ‘we propose you deny, or you propose we deny?’   

Trevor – We can talk about it.  In Definitions and Appendix B we haven’t really talked about the reasons 
for the proposal.  Do you want to talk about the reasons on why you suggest it?  If you have a reason or 
explanation, that might change our mind.  That’s sort of the process of coming back and forth and 
talking about it. 

EMW - Which page in track changes? 

Trevor – Page 6.  Article III.  This wouldn’t show any track changes because our proposal is to keep the 
language.   

EMW – Can we caucus?  May we caucus? 

Trevor – Sure.   

EMW Caucus – 1:16 pm 

EMW Returned - 1:19 pm 

EMW – Ok, we are fine with talking about some of the issues as we go back and forth.  For the language 
with Definitions, and we’re talking about Title I, the term teacher shall mean all persons employed by 
the district for which the person must be certified by the state.  This is right from the language by 
definition of the teacher.  All students are eligible to receive instruction from designated Title I teachers.  
They are no longer technically considered Title I teachers.  Now they are Certified Interventionists.  
Other districts have them on their salary schedule.  We just feel that they deserve to be on the teacher 
salary schedule as the rest are compensated.  They are doing the same work as reading teachers, but 
they are paid off regular salary schedule.  These people work for a dollar amount per hour which is well 
below their colleagues.  Typically you get more bang for your buck with salaried versus hourly 
employees.  There is one Certified Interventionist that is paid off the teacher salary schedule.  So that 
would be some of our rationale about why we want the language.  So a question back to you is why 
wouldn’t district want them on there? 

Trevor –  Sure.  I know we talked about this in the initial denial.  It is different pots of money and 
different programs.  Title is outside the district and the funding is set outside of the district.  A concern 
would be that if something in that program changes then we can’t sustain this level of staffing.  The 
funds would not allow for many on the teacher schedule.  Money would dry up from the program 
quickly.  Another reason for continuing to have them separate is the fact that it’s coming from a 
separate funding source outside the district.  The benefit is we get to have them here and we get those 
services, but there are no guarantees that it will continue.  It could change.  And it would lead to less 
flexibly to change with the program.  Those are the reasons.  I understand those are your colleagues and 
they are here, but the reality is they are under Title I. 



EMW – But our school district doesn’t even call them Title I teachers anymore.  I understand the pots of 
money, but I understand that the general fund can fund them as well.  If the district feels it’s important 
the district can fund it or pay them from a different pot of money. 

Trevor – The overarching problem is the pots of money.  There’s just not enough money out there to 
guarantee that we can keep these positions if the federal funding dries up.  We talked about it in the 
first proposal and there’s not a lot of money.  The District is deficit spending.  I get it and I appreciate 
your points on that.  I’m not sure if there’s a different title of the position but they are still under title 
one funds even if we call the teacher something different.  At this point our position is still to deny.  If 
you want to bring it back with your proposal next time you can do that.   

EMW - Ok, can you clarify how the district can continue to receive Title I funds if the district is not calling 
them Title I teachers.   

Liz – explanation (Summary – A job title is just a job title.  As long as that job title is written into funding 
sources then that is all that matters.  For instance, a bi-lingual para is often funded by Title III funds, but 
they are not called Title III Paras.) 

Trevor - It comes back to funding source.  The next one we reached agreement on is the district rights.  
(Martin Luther King, Jr. Day)  So then the next one is in section 8 under teacher discipline.  Initially the 
district had proposed to put “discipline meeting” language in each location that meeting was 
referenced.  We got your counter proposal asking to remove the disciplinary language.  Our position is 
to deny that and our proposal is to give it up and not pursue this one anymore.   

Trevor – Sorry, if you’re following its page 3 (history document).  We were simply seeking to add 
clarification but we don’t believe any of the language or meaning changes so we’re fine giving it up if we 
can’t agree.   

The next one is the same Title I issue you bought up and we denied removing their placement on the 
salary schedule.  It’s basically for the same reasons we just discussed.   Our position is still denying it.    

So the next one is under Salaries.  Again in the history document, we proposed then you proposed a 
change, and we are proposing a slight revision and kind of melding the two.  As you can see it says…read 
it….so instead we’d like to say according to the last Master Agreement.  We’d also be adding back ‘any 
change in compensation and date of ratification’.  Here what we’re talking about is retro pay and this is 
the practice.  It’s been the practice for a number of years and we’re just putting it in here.  The practice 
has been that it’s agreed upon in bargaining so that it’s talked about during bargaining with retro pay 
and an effective date is determined.  We think it’s kind of the middle ground in language.  We’re putting 
the practice into language.   

EMW – So tell me more about how this describes the retro pay practice.   

Trevor - So basically it says your change in compensation doesn’t become effective until the new 
agreement is ratified and prorated based on the date ratified.  The parties agree on the retro pay paid.   



EMW – Were there any problem in the past?  

Trevor - No, no this is just past practices.  We are just adding in the language going forward.   

EMW - I guess I don’t see what was wrong with original language. 

Trevor - There was no language.  This is adding new language. 

EMW – So that’s my question.  Why the new language? 

Trevor – It’s because that’s your practice.  It’s so everyone is on the same page.  You said at last meeting 
you want to avoid future problems.  You’ve done this for years, so this is just putting it there.   

EMW – I think I need clarification.  I’m confused.  I was thinking that this was the practice up until the 
last contract, that it had to be negotiated and that is when it is changed.  So the new contract is that we 
do get retro pay back to when contract is settled.  I’m thinking the practice changed with the last 
contract.   

Trevor - Page 8, salaries, retro pay.  Was that added last time? 

EMW – Yes, that was added.  So now we’re thinking that that is the past practice.  

Trevor - No, it’s just how you decide who is getting retro pay. 

EMW - So when it’ll be paid out?  So we negotiate it every time? 

Trevor – I think we’re talking about two different retro pay language items.  

Discussed it – Liz – (explained the retro pay added last time versus this proposal of retro pay.  Example 
was used of a few years ago when the increase was made mid-year versus at the beginning of the year.) 

EMW – I think we understand the intent now. 

Trevor – The next one is a minor change in tense that we all agreed to. 

Trevor – On page 6, this was the proposal for moving classrooms and reimbursement.  We denied it in 
June for the reason that this would need to be built into salary costing and the district would rather put 
it on the salary schedule than piecing it out in chunks like this.   

EMW – Ok. 

Trevor – So the next one is group insurance.  I believe section 1 subdivision 2 we have reached 
agreement on all of these now.  The final language is in there.  It is adding VEBA/HSA and legal spouse in 
both places it was requested.   

The next one is on page 8.  It was the district’s proposal to remove the language regarding payment of 
insurances for retirement or leave (read language) because it’s basically talking about COBRA.  It’s in 



place and we have to follow state and federal language.  It was denied at the last round.  We agree to 
simply drop this topic and leave the language as is. 

Trevor – Ok, so this is where this document gets confusing.  There is tons of language in different spots, 
so please bear with me.  We are proposing a slight revision that puts together the two proposals.  In our 
current proposal the green is what is the same between our two proposals.  Regarding the high 
deductible plan what we suggest is in yellow at the end.  We would rather not reference specific IRS 
code or specific revisions, etc. because IRS codes update and change so frequently we don’t want to be 
out of compliance.  Sometimes regulations are in different code numbers so we propose just saying ‘as 
defined in IRS code’.  This is simpler and allows for more changes.  It also realizes they make changes in 
different sections.  Otherwise this should be a nice middle ground of the two proposals and we think 
ultimately gets us to the same place. 

EMW – Any questions?  Nope, ok. 

Trevor – So then we’re talking about group insurance.  This was us proposing adding language on 
contributing to the VEBA basically on a monthly deposit schedule and you had denied it.  We are 
bringing this back up.  One of things I wanted to talk about was one of the main reasons we were 
concerned was about the Cadillac tax.  We said that if we make just two dumps per year that we’d get 
hit with the tax.  This (the proposal) is effective next year, so staff have 1 year to plan. But basically it 
doesn’t change the benefits or the amounts; it just changes when it’s put in.  It’s put in on monthly basis 
with other benefits.  Libby brought it up and mentioned that she didn’t believe it was accurate.  In the 
last month to a couple of weeks new guidance has been put out that will take it on a yearly average for 
making that determination.  At this point that’s simply guidance and is not adopted and these things 
continue to change.  We are not sure if it will change.  A couple of other reasons for the same issue 
mirror sick leave and is in regards to proration.  If we make this entire contribution in October and 
December then the district can’t get it back.  It’s there but it’s not earned.  It’s more fair that way (the 
proposed way).  And it’s the general idea of paying for benefits when they’re earned.  As we discussed 
this is something other groups have put in their contracts and we would like consistency among groups.  
We are not sure if the guidance on the Cadillac tax will ultimately be in force, but this doesn’t change or 
lower benefits, it just changes when it is put in the account. 

EMW – So when negotiators negotiated it in before me it initially was all dumped in in two times.  We 
have adjusted the dates of when it’s going in before.  We the teachers put the money in to our VEBA 
accounts first, the district funds the VEBA first, which is the deductible, then pays the premium.  So if we 
get the money dumped in monthly then we don’t have the money to pay their deductible.  So that’s one 
of our biggest issues, that they don’t have the money. 

Liz - So how does it work if they are hurt in September, say the 14th?  They would still have to fund the 
deductible in this case as well. 

Trevor - So this would put a little in each month so that it’s not unfunded for a long period of time but 
you don’t get it all at once.   But you also don’t get half the amount.  Any other questions?   



EMW – So the only plan affected by the tax is the 6350?   

Trevor – No, this is just using current numbers without using the flex benefit.  The problem is that it’s all 
benefits.  So the tax on the first page will tell you what to include on the total amount.   I apologize that 
flex isn’t in there but it’s because we don’t have those amounts.  Flex is by individual choice. 

EMW - Do we have retiree coverage?   

EMW response - They can stay on the group plan, but at their own expense.  Are there any other 
questions on that section? 

Trevor – This dovetails nicely into the next one, VEBA administrative fee and the language regarding flex 
from the last meeting.  At this point we would deny those changes.  We currently don’t have any 
language on the flex account in the Master Agreement.  The flex account is something that would be in 
the Cadillac tax and would change all the amounts.  Although it’s not something we’re taking away, it 
may need to be called something else.  It may be a different benefit.   We are trying to find resolutions 
outside of this.  Other benefits are directly impacted.  We are looking for things and plans that would fall 
under this tax umbrella.  We want to maintain the flexibility so we aren’t hit with these tax fees which 
would ultimately affect salaries.  This is still our proposal on the language.   

Trevor - On leaves of absence I believe this is another one that we’ve both come back with some 
changes. We are proposing kind of a middle ground.  We would like to leave the language as is, and then 
have this piece getting at our concerns.  Basically, we are prorating teachers in first three years.  Our 
concerns are about what if they don’t finish out their contract.  They are gone and there is no way to get 
it back.  So we’ve added reimbursement language.  It’s for sick leave that’s been fronted and for 
someone who leaves and didn’t earn it.  There is also language regarding death or disability and that 
they don’t have to pay it back.  Other teachers who don’t ultimately work enough to earn it would have 
to pay it back.  We felt this was kind of a middle ground.   

EMW - How do they not work enough to earn it?  Explain this please. 

Trevor - If we front it, but they leave in January, they could have used the full sick leave amount but they 
haven’t earned the last 6 days of sick leave.   

EMW – In the last year how many did this affect? 

Liz - 6 or 7 people. 

EMW - So what type of situations is this?  Is it child care leave or can you give us real examples of this?   

Trevor - Without names we can give you situations.  I think the problem for the district is fronting the 
amount and then people leave, and they are granted more sick leave than they’ve earned and then 
that’s the problem.   

EMW - I can see that’s a problem with new teachers and the district non-renews.   



Trevor - Not if they earned a full year and worked a full year. I wouldn’t see that falling under this.   

EMW - If we could get some examples that would help.   

Trevor – Ok so then we come to leaves of absence and you had your proposal.  Sorry, when we’re trying 
to put in language changes it’s a little messy.  Our proposal was to slash this whole section and make it 
into the one piece.  That would still be our request and that’s still our proposal.  [That we have just 
simplified language that talks about and references the statutes.]  That it’s all by statute.  Based on the 
language that you would add in there versus our proposed language, we feel it ultimately does the same 
thing.  The only piece that’s really missing is the Superintendent’s sole discretion and granting additional 
leave days.  It says they may be and that would still be the case.  It doesn’t change that.  It’s not subject 
to grievance procedure.  I don’t see that being a big change.  It could still be requested and granted.  
Other than that I think everything you proposed is covered.  

EMW - I think our issue with not having it in there was creating a problem for those who don’t read 
statute every day.  If Sunday night something happens with the family they just want to know if they 
have leave time to take. 

Trevor - My concern always is language with statutes is that they change and then we’re behind.  With 
all the definitions that can be added or changed.  Then we’re two years from changing.  My preference is 
always to cite the statute so that if it changes or expands that it’s automatically updated.   

EMW - I don’t agree but we can move on.  I understand your position.   

Trevor – The next one is on leaves of absence for attending funerals.  We suggested removing it, you 
denied our proposal and we are bringing this back.  We believe this is inconsistent with the other leaves 
in here, it’s not as clear as the other bereavement leave and who it’s for and how it’s used. This can be 
interpreted a hundred different ways.  It’s unclear and our position is to move it out.   

EMW – Without finding old notes, at some point EMW gave up something to have this language.  This 
was a benefit negotiated to get into the contract.  The District just didn’t offer to give this to us, we 
negotiated it.  It is vague and is meant for the purpose where doesn’t fit other language.  So if I used my 
personal leave and my neighbor passed away then that is what this is for.   

Trevor - Has it been used?  

EMW – Yes. 

Trevor - How often? 

EMW - I can’t answer that.  Is it tracked in Aesop? 

Liz - No, it would be pulled out as sick leave.   

Trevor - So this wouldn’t be for any family members that are covered there.   



EMW - No, it could be for family, if they’ve exhausted their Personal Leave.  If it qualified under other 
language then we use this language for aunts or uncles and we can use this if personal leave is already 
exhausted. 

Trevor - Well our position is still suggesting removing it.  Thanks for the discussion.  On the sick leave 
buy back we denied it in June on purposes of money.  We would rather put it on the salary schedule 
rather than budget for these payments.  This is still our positon.   

Trevor - The next one is leaves of absence.  This is one the district suggested to change to clarify 1st and 
last weeks.  You denied this proposal.  We’ve agreed to drop it and leave it as is.   

Trevor - On the next one it is basically talking about the early out situation.  We proposed it and you 
denied it.  You counter proposed and we have gone back and tried to get it so that it’s clear and get it so 
that it’s kind of a middle ground while giving teachers who have to leave early have it deducted from 
allowed personal time versus a specific amount taken for the early out situation.  The reasons have 
already been discussed but basically we already had language in there for when students are gone, but 
this is for those who feel need to leave before the student day.  If they leave before students then it’s 
deducted from personal time.   

EMW – Tell me about the districts intent of this language so we can wrap our heads around words that 
go with it. 

Trevor – For instance, situations where teachers want to leave before students are gone.  So if they are 
going to do that, then they need to deduct it from Personal Leave. 

EMW – So if they want to leave at 11 but students are let out at 1230…?? 

Trevor – I personally don’t understand why teachers would want to leave before students. So they’d be 
charged personal leave for those 1.5 hours and the 3.75 hours for the rest of the day.  So they are 
charged for the time they left.   

EMW - But what if by chance their lunch or prep falls in there and there is no responsibility for children 
or their kids are released.  Is the lunch taken out of there?  Lunch can happen.  Is lunch counted?   

Trevor - Lunch would not be counted.   

EMW – I think I can speak to why they would want to leave at 11.  It’s because they’re going to be 
deducted that much time so they want to leave that far ahead instead of being penalized for the 3.75 
when they only used 2 hours.  So in the example they left at 11, and then plus the 3.75.  So it’s more 
than the actual time they were gone.   

Trevor – So this would clarify that position and that this is how it would work. 

EMW – So I think I understand the intent.  Thank you. 

 



Trevor – The next one is leaves of absence, child care leave.  Our proposal is to keep the language the 
same as our last proposal, however, I think a lot of this (EMW’s proposal) is good and we just didn’t have 
the time to get prepped on what we didn’t like and what we really liked.  If it’s ok, we would like to keep 
our position the same, but will work on a counter proposal on what we liked from your last proposal and 
bring it to the next meeting so you can see where we’re at with that one.   

EMW – Ok. 

Trevor - So the next one would be the same thing.  It got moved into your section.  The only thing I 
would like to raise for your consideration, since the language is already in play, is that in all fairness I 
have learned of an EEOC challenge regarding father’s language.  It is claiming this is discriminatory to 
women as it’s only granted to fathers.  In an odd factual situation, the wife was not able to use leave, 
but the father was granted leave time.   We’ve asked to change it to legal spouses so it’s updated with 
where the law is going on that.  Then it’s part of your full proposal as well.   

Trevor – Under other absences we had proposed and you had denied and then you had proposed.  In 
your proposal we are denying and then tried to get our language in there with your intent.  So instead of 
these ‘a short period’ we are trying to define it, and then include what the intent of the leave would be.  
We are removing the lunch discussion and keeping the language where it’s at.  And then as in our initial 
proposal we are removing subdivisions 4-6.  I think we discussed our purposes there, but again, 5, is 
covered by other language, 6 is when personal leave is exhausted and we think it is too broad and could 
be used for a year.  In subdivision 4 this is something that is covered under injury to family member in 
our new language.  Then it would also be a denial of salary of sub for lobby day that you had requested.   

EMW – Do you have any counter proposal?   

Trevor – Not in writing, but we feel it’s something you could use a personal day for.   

EMW – This could be considered a job related meeting.  So it could be submitted that way. 

Trevor –The next one is hours of service regarding a change in prep time that you proposed and we 
denied.  That is still our position.   

Trevor - Then to the professional time language.  We proposed the language because of issues in trying 
to get meetings in there. You proposed language back and denied our change.  We tried to rework it and 
keep it so it accomplished the same goal.  What the language is there for is to allow for varying needs of 
the meetings without changing the benefits.  It would be allowing for flexibly and still having the 150 
minutes of professional time the same.  This is something we believe would help with PLC meetings, 
having them scheduled and ultimately have a little more flexibility when scheduled without removing 
any rights or changing any rights as they are.   

EMW – Ok. 



Trevor – Ok, the next one is hours of service.  You brought a proposal that we will agree to in part.  We 
agreed to the change for the “contract” instead of “basic” but we would not agree to the ‘at the 
teacher’s hourly rate of pay”. 

EMW – Can we ask a question (on the last topic)?  So we could essentially have PLC meetings every day 
for 30 minute? 

Trevor – I’m not sure I follow. So instead of a 15 minute meeting, the admin might need 1 hour of 
meetings and then the next day you’d get 1 hour of professional time.  So you always get the full 
amount over the week instead of the day.  So we’re not changing the benefit, just allowing flexibility in 
how it’s used. 

EMW - Anything else?  No 

EMW – So in regards to hours of service, do you have a counter proposal on the rate? 

Trevor- No, we’d like to keep the language as it is right now.   

Trevor – On the next one the district had proposed to remove the just cause piece and you had denied 
it.  We’ll agree to drop this topic and leave the current language.   

Trevor –The next one is ULA for ECFE, ABE and School Readiness and they are really all the same.  We 
have a proposal that…you made one, we made one, and you made one.  So right now…sorry, you 
denied….I’m trying to follow… I’m trying to get back the language that we had agreed to that it follows 
the language in article 17.  Then we have that explanation of what they will have as a subject matter or 
field that is separate.  It basically follows the intent for the language which was in article 17.  It is all 
dependent on the discussion of ULA.   

EMW – When you say old, do you mean old?  Like current? 

Trevor –So yeah, like the old language from past contracts had its own seniority tie breakers.  So this 
would follow all the same language, but keeps them on their own list.  It really follows the language that 
you were ok with.  That they don’t have bumping or reinstatement rights on other lists.  So it really 
follows that and it’s in the language now.   

EMW – So what is the intent of SR, ABE and ECFE?  Is it wanting to treat them any different than K-12? 

Trevor – So they follow the same process they just can’t bump others.  So that’s their subject matter or 
field, otherwise it’s completely the same.   

EMW – So to summarize, the intent is the same, it’s just that the subject matter or field is different 
based on what they are teaching.   

Trevor – Yes.  So on the next one regarding part time teachers, I think we agreed, but I’m still upset that 
you don’t like the quotes (laughs), but we have agreement on that one.  So then on the next one, part 
time teachers, we proposed, you denied, and you proposed back.  We have new language based on our 



conversation from last week.  It is simple and keeps it the same as a full time teacher.  It pulls in all 
language and we’re saying it gets us where want to go and gets us to the intent.   

EMW – So the only part that we had taken out is that they have to work half time or more.   

Trevor – We’d like to keep that language.   

EMW – Is there a reason for that? 

Trevor –I believe that’s what it is now. 

EMW – So the district doesn’t feel that if a teacher works less than half time that we’re entitled to sick 
time?  

Trevor – That would be what it says now and we’d like to stay with that.  This would be a benefit that 
would have been bargained in and I don’t know what the District gave up to have this.   

EMW – Ok. 

Trevor – The next one is on the grievance procedure.  We brought it up and you denied it.  We are 
bringing it back forward.  The intent is to clarify what is a grievance and to clarify and write in what is 
and isn’t a grievance.  We are talking about the pieces about groups of teachers or the exclusive 
representative.  These are matters of fairness in letting the district know who is bringing up the issue.  I 
have personally experienced not having who or what the issue was in the beginning of a grievance 
process.  It is our positon to make it easy and let everyone know what a grievance is.  It allows the 
exclusive representative grievance rights to bring one on behalf of groups of members.   

EMW – And this is the same as before? 

Trevor – Yep.   

EMW - Ok.   

Trevor – Under the old language there is an argument that the union can’t file a grievance. 

EMW – This is giving us the right if we find 10 people.  So it may not affect enough. 

Trevor – So the next one is individual agreements.  This is one we had proposed taking out.  You denied 
it and proposed other language.  We will agree to drop the issue and leave the current language as is.    
It would be the same on meet and confer.  We proposed to remove it, you denied it, and we’ll agree to 
drop it and leave it as is.  Then on to the ULA language.  We propose to leave it the same with minor 
revisions to subject matter or field.   Then we have the one agreement regarding adding “email.”  Do 
you want to talk about your reasons?  

EMW – Sure.  

Liz – Let’s take a break (to switch disks).  Break at 2.27pm 



Returned – 2.35 pm 

Trevor –Alright, we were talking about ULA.  Do you want to talk through your proposal or give us basis 
or reasoning?   

EMW – Ok so first I’ll tell you what’s wrong with yours and then we’ll tell you why we want ours.  So part 
of it is that you said to us that we haven’t even implemented the language yet.  But you’re asking to 
change language that you haven’t implemented either.  All certified staff is not treated the same with 
the language.  I think with language that everyone is treated the same, then that might clear that up.  
The district encourages education, on the salary schedule greying out the salary schedule, but with this 
list it doesn’t encourage our members to get more education.  After 10 years it doesn’t encourage 
teachers to get more licenses.  We are still concerned where people are placed.  We don’t have reading 
up there.  The subject matter or fields are constantly changing within WPS or the Department of 
Education in how they label licensure.  The Title I supplemental is on the proposed language and as 
stated earlier they are Certified Interventionists.  It goes back to what we referenced earlier regarding 
statute language.  And it’s changing all the time.  So if we go with statute then we wouldn’t have as 
many problems with the changes.  Driver’s Ed is another example of licensures with classes they teach 
but they don’t get credit for it.  Where do variances, program waivers etc., fall once we are tenured.  PE 
is K-12 on their licensure so I don’t know why they are listed on both.  Then we have people called 
instructional coaches and we don’t know where they would fit.  So those are some of our bigger 
concerns with the language.   

Trevor – Ok, and I understand individual changes if things are changed and I think that we can set up the 
subject matters or fields to change based on those changes.  As you know and probably everyone 
knows, the change was discussed and agreed to in the last round of negotiations and it was the major 
point.  I know I came in and there had been discussion and I wasn’t there for it.  It was stressed that it 
was really a benefit for teachers because they wouldn’t be displaced by someone who hasn’t taught it 
before.  Longer term teachers wouldn’t get bumped out by those who haven’t taught it.  For example, 
with a Spanish immersion teacher, a person could go in and not speak Spanish and the District has no 
recourse.  With subject matter and field, it ensures they are qualified to go in there.  The basic language 
we agreed to last time is good. It maybe needs to update subject matter or fields based on changes.  I 
don’t see any reason to make changes to go back to what we had.  Issues of who can bump what 
position and who can take what with licensure…how does it work under that licensure?  Who’s qualified 
is not even a factor then.  This is really a benefit to the teachers and you are not displaced by someone 
that can’t teach your position.  Overall I appreciate it and appreciate your reasons, but right now the 
district’s position is to stay with our language from last time and consider minor revisions to things that 
won’t work.  That was the biggest sticking point last round. 

EMW – So you talk about the qualified language…the MDE oversees licensures and they say we are 
qualified and the district is choosing to limit which licenses we are qualified to teach.  So why does the 
district feel the need to supersede what MDE says? 



Trevor – Again, this is something both parties agreed to.  It’s pretty common to have subject matter or 
field, if licensed and taught in it for 90 school days in the last 10 years.  It’s not only licensure, but that 
you have taught it.   

EMW - But my licensure tells me that I can teach it.  A first year teacher has it because they’re qualified. 

Trevor – It’s because they’re probationary.  They are just starting.  As a 30 year continuing contract 
teacher, the District really doesn’t have the authority to make decisions on qualifications.   

EMW – MDE says they can.   

Trevor - They can move into a new position based on licensure, but we are only talking about ULA. That 
wouldn’t be a situation where you would have gone back to get a license to teach it.  If someone is 
saying I have had the licensure for 20 years but have never used it, and now I’m going to bump because 
my position is being cut….we are trying to avoid it because they haven’t taught it.  I.e. Spanish 
immersion.  Someone who doesn’t speak Spanish bumps the Immersion teacher. 

EMW - On flip side, the district can reassign us where they want based on my licenses.  So I was assigned 
LD after teaching EBD.  I wouldn’t have that right in a ULA situation.  The list is rarely used.  So why does 
the district care so much about how we want to implement our seniority language.  

Trevor - The seniority language is for both parties.   

EMW – Ok. 

Trevor - I think it’s pretty clear that both parties have an interest.  It’s not just one party’s issue.  There 
were a number of issues over the previous language.  The previous seniority list had multiple seniority 
lists.   

EMW - It was by department. 

Trevor - It has to be district wide.  So we had to change to this format. 

EMW - Our language is not by department, it is state statute with the considerations that the district 
wanted in there.  We had to look at no bumping.  The district did not want bumping rights, so we put 
that into our proposal.  To go into why ours, it clears up confusion, problems with the subject matter or 
field terminology, and it gives teachers rights to use all areas of licensure.  We had quite a discussion 
about community experts who don’t have a license from MDE and no training in the classroom, but the 
district feels they are more qualified than teachers who are licensed.  It just doesn’t feel right.  We also 
feel it clears up things we didn’t like about your language, such as tiebreakers.   

Trevor – It’s in there currently.  

EMW - Tiebreakers in ours would value the education versus the step placement.  It’s about getting 
more educated.  I can’t encourage more areas of licensure when going to get it.  Seniority is defined as 
having the most rights to those who are here the longest.  This language (current) gives the most rights 



to those who have taught in an area in the last 10 years.  That’s our concerns on why we think ours is 
better. 

Trevor - At this point, qualified language is in the contract, with subject matter or field, and it’s exactly 
what we bargaining for.  We think this is the best language giving the best opportunity and the best 
protection from being bumped by someone who hasn’t taught it.  If you have specific provisions to that 
with suggested changes, do that, but a complete overhaul of language of what we just spent the entire 
last round on would not be productive.   

EMW – We are not going to solve this today, but we did talk to other districts with similar language.  
One of them said we are having terrible problems with it.  It seems to be the push from MSBA and is 
their boiler plate language.  It seems to be the push and there’s lots of talk about that language.   

Trevor - I haven’t heard the same thing, I think it’s getting more and more common.  And I do think that 
if there are specific provisions, other than taking out qualified language or subject matter or field, we 
would be happy to listen to those proposals, but overall those were the main points of the language last 
round.  We have no problem with it.  We haven’t gone through it.  There is the sun setting provision 
regarding 10 years for all the licensures.  So it’s not even something that’s on the horizon other than 10 
years from now.  And we think the language works better this way. 

EMW - We respectfully disagree.   

Trevor - So our changes are to the subject matter or fields and you can take a look at those.  Shall we 
move on to severance pay?   

EMW – Yep. 

Trevor - And do you have a language proposal? 

EMW - We consulted with the Education Minnesota attorneys again and they are telling us there is 
nothing wrong with the language.  They say it is legal and we can do it that way.  If there is something 
you are finding illegal let us know specifically.  What we proposed to you is what they are telling us.   

Trevor - Which attorney are you working with? 

EMW – Well that’s a good question.  We work through Libby so I’m not sure which one it is.   

Trevor - Could you get that for me?   

EMW – Sure.   

Trevor - Then maybe I can have a conversation directly with them.  Again the concern from our end is 
not getting the district into a potential legal quagmire.  It is not our intent.  We need to make sure that it 
all works and it’s all accurate.  It most likely won’t be able to go into 403b as they are no longer an 
employee, so they are no longer active.  So then it will likely be a check and then its estate and 
beneficiary issues.  I would love to chat with your attorney’s about it.   



EMW – We did have some actual language in there.  

Trevor - At this point with potentially lots of language changes, we are still on hold until we can get 
these details ironed out.  Then we can look at that.  

EMW – Ok. 

Trevor - 403b.  You brought it up and we denied it at the last meeting and we discussed the reasons 
why.  Again, it’s going back to money and if we’re going to give as much as we can on the salary 
schedule then that’s where we’d like to put it.   

EMW – So you’re denying both parts?  The increase in amounts and the max? 

Trevor – It’s the same as in June.  Yes to deny both.   

EMW - How about the concept in years of services? 

Trevor - Yes, basically everything is a hard denial.   

EMW - Can you explain why you are denying the years of service versus steps? 

Trevor - What’s the benefit? 

EMW - When it comes time for a year change, i.e. in year 4, then you get to make that bump.  You don’t 
have to wait for the contract to settle.  We would like it to say years of service so they can make the 
change at the beginning of the year rather than waiting for contract negotiations. It’s a benefit but only 
when we get it.  When we don’t settle for 1.5 years that’s a detriment.  When talking to 403b members 
from other districts, it’s usually years of service.  Teachers have requested the change and were told 
they couldn’t because of steps versus years of service.   

Trevor - So then the next one is pretty confusing.  We had proposed to remove a sentence in 1, and 
agree to years changes.  I believe you denied removing the sentence.  So essentially we are in 
agreement because we will drop the removing the sentence and just keep the years changes.   

EMW - On page 50 section 1 the last sentence is still in there.   

Trevor – Yep, so on the list before it shows that it was removed, and we dropped it.  So it’s written that 
we’re giving up the issue.  We’re just agreeing on the date changes.   

EMW – So the sentence is gone?   

Trevor - No, it’s still there.  You denied us removing it and we’ve agreed to drop it. 

Trevor – Regarding transitions to an 8 hour day we suggested to remove it.  You denied it and we are 
still suggesting removing it.  We confirmed that there is no one affected by this language right now.   

EMW – And we believe the words out of your mouth, but if a member comes up to me after the 
agreement is done and they are getting paid differently because of it what recourse do they have? 



Trevor – If there are changes in the terms and conditions of employment, then file a grievance but based 
on what we can see everyone is either at or above the rate, or is paid off a specific line in the Appendix.  
So they are paid the summer school rate, the curriculum rate or Special Ed is paid their regular rate of 
pay.   

Trevor - Alright then, in Appendix B we’ve gone back and forth on removing it through previous 
conversations.  

EMW – We would remove it because Title I would be on Appendix A. 

Trevor - We are leaving it.  And Appendix C we are requesting to change it to a new format.  Again we 
are putting the educational pieces on there and taking out the non-educational pieces and those types 
of issue.  At least 2 other districts have taken it out, Climax-Shelly and Fisher.   

EMW - So we did check in with them a little.  Some of the concerns is Climax has an enrollment of 43 
students from 9-12.  Fisher is similar.  They have combined sports of 14.  They have a total of 25 coaches 
in 9-12.  They have cooperative agreements with districts in the area for several sports.  Willmar has 928 
students, 30 sports and activities, 80+ coaches.  We don’t see the advantage of a district our size going 
with a proposal when the only district in the state only has a few students and coaches. 

Trevor - I think the flexibility concept that applies across the board.  They don’t know what sports or 
programs they run.  Here it’s the numbers we have.  It’s the group that gets together and allows 
flexibility to bump pay up if they need to match what they need to.  Basically it’s a flexibility issue.   

EMW - We like the flexibility of the negotiations process. 

Trevor - Which is none.   

EMW - So how does the committee come to an agreement or decision?  How is that reached?  We have 
a process formally this way to resolve disagreements on this.  We are not ready to lead the MSHSL on 
taking it out of contract.  There are some things we want to lead on but this isn’t one of them.   

Trevor - On Appendix D, we are agreeing to them.  We agree to posting this on the website and those 
changes and then removing important dates, timelines and memberships.  Then there’s the Special Ed 
workload.  The school board has adopted a policy on this.   

Trevor - Then salary costing.  We offered .5 each year.  You did not offer a counter proposal.  The 
Teachers are still at 8%, potentially more with the other numbers that weren’t costed in.  In good faith 
we came up.  We are offering a hard freeze with .75 in each year on the salary schedule.  This is an 
increase of $370,125.  As discussed at length this is deficit spending.  This is not something the District 
has, but is willing to commit.  This is raising the amount $120,000 from the last offer.  This does include 
removing schedule C based on our discussion.   

EMW - How much is appendix C? 

Trevor – We’d have to compare the two documents. 



EMW - Is it 10k, 50k, or more? 

Liz - I think its 500k or so. 

EMW -   I’m hearing that our money is denied and that this is the best the District can do is .75 .75 with 
removal of appendix C? 

Trevor - That the district’s proposal.  (read numbers) 

EMW – Can you send that info in there? 

Trevor – Yes.  With that that’s our proposal.  Should we talk about next time and get that on our 
schedule? 

EMW - Can we have a caucus? 

Trevor - Yes, sorry, caucus and bring back any agreements. 

Caucus by EMW – 3:11pm  

EMW Back – 3:23pm 

EMW – Ok so we are excited to continue negotiating with district.  We feel like there was some good 
conversation versus back and forth.  We felt like it felt more like negotiating.  We understand that we 
will bring back our full proposal including salary.  If you will share your documents we will add to them.  
We’ll use them.  

Trevor – It would have saved time to send the original.   

EMW - I know.  So as far as the next meeting date with school starting, workshops next week, we’re 
looking at maybe the week of 28th of September.   

Trevor – Can we meet any earlier? 

EMW – We could set one and if not prepared then could postpone.   

Trevor – Maybe the week of the 14th? 

EMW – That won’t work.  Next week is all workshop week and the week of the 14th is when we’d be able 
to meet as a group.   

Trevor – Or the week of 21st?    

EMW – That’s homecoming week. Maybe the 24th? 

Trevor - After school.  4pm or 4:30? 

EMW - Works for me!   



Trevor - 4:30 on the 24th.  One month from now.   

EMW - Great, anything else?  Notes will be sent over email.  Otherwise we’re set. 

Trevor - Thanks everyone! 

Meeting ended - 3:27 pm 


